of quanfisation hits, is the maximum quantisation level, and round@) is the function rounding to the closest integer.
The quantisation algorithm of DPCM-BW is as follows: If 1 1 1 > e,,,, quantise e,(n) with the usual maximum range, i.e. -e,,,, = +e,,,. If lx/ < e,,.,, quantise e,(n) with the shrunk quantisation range, i.e. -e,,, = x. Moreover, the DPCM with forward sequence (DPCM-FW) can be devised in the same way, starting from w,(n).
Performance evaluations : The performance of the new algorithm can be evaluated in terms of the average spectral distortion (SD). The SD &defined as follows:
where N , is the total number of frames, and A.(@") and in(@.) are the spectra of the nth speech frame without quantisation and with quantisation, respectively. Two kinds of Korean speech database were used for the experiment. One consisted of six male and five female speech data which were recorded from FM radio stations and sampled at 8kHz. Another consisted of two male and two Table I : S D (dB2) values in three scalar quantisation schemes female speech data recorded from our laboratory. About 15000 frames of 20ms duration were used for testing. Table 1 shows the performance comparisons of AQBW, the DPCM scheme of QCELP and the DPCM-BW at different hit rates. The DPCM-BW algorithm which uses the ordering property achieves 3 bit/ frame saving over the DPCM and AQBW in terms of the SD. The DPCM-BW needs 32biUframe to maintain the transparent quality in which the SD is less than IdB and the percentage of frames with over 2dB spectral distortion is less than 2%. The proposed scheme was applied to the LSP quantisation of the QCELP coder. and the performance comparison with the QCELP coder using the conventional DPCM quantisatioti is shown in the Table 2 . The average SEGSNR value of the QCELP coder using the DPCM-BW is -0.3dB higher than that of the QCELP coder using the DPCM scheme. Simulation results show that these methods perform better than other recently published linear methods in the additive coloured Gaussian noise case. This improvement is due to the fact that they do not make use of any correlation information and that they employ several slices of third-and fourth-order cumulants.
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Introduction: In the last decade more and more attention has been paid to the identification of non-minimum-phase (NMP) systems using higher-order statistics. The methods developed are expected to find a wide application in diverse fields, such as sonar, radar, blind equalisation. time-delay estimation, image and speech processing and seismology [I]. So far, several methods have been proposed in the literature, among which linear algebra solutions [I -41 have attracted great interest due to their computational simplicity and because they provide good initial guesses to optimi-.idtion-based solutions This Letter presents two linear approaches based on solving a set of linear equations using third-and fourth-order statistics to identify a (possible) NMP linear system from output measurements only. The system is driven by an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) inmeasurable non-Gaussian sequence and the additive noise is ARMA Gaussian. As these approaches use only third-and fourth-order cumulants, in principle they are not sensitive to additive coloured Gaussian noise. Simulation results comparing the new methods with other published higher-order statistic-based linear methods [?. 41 show better performance in terms of bias, variance and robustness to additive Gaussian noise. y ( n j = .r(n) + 7 3 ( 7 i ) ( 
2)
The following assumptions are made: (i) the driven noise sequence {idn)} is i.i.d. zero-mean, and non-Gaussian, with skewness y3% and kurtosis not equal to zero, and with finite moments of order up to eight; (ii) the measurement noise sequence
is an i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian sequence, coloured or white, independent of w(n); (iii) the discrete-time linear time-invariant system, eqn. 1 , is causal, possibly an NMP system with known order q.
Under the preceding assumptions, the third-order cumulant function for the process { y ( n ) ) may be expressed in terms of the system parameters (eqn I ) as [I] where E' = y4./y,,. These equations may be seen as an extension to the third-and fourth-order cumulant domain of the method proposed in [?] We propose two methods: (a) concatenate eqn. 8 for -q I r I 2q and eqn. 9 for -q 5 7 I q (LS-method I), and (h) use eqn. 8 for -4 5 7 5 2q and both eqns. 9 and IO for -4 5 T 5 q (LS-method 2).
The two sets of equations in both methods are treated as a linear system of equations with 2q+2 unknowns (E'. E'@@), h(k), E'b(q)) and (E', ~' b * ( k ) , b(k), b3(q)f3JE') (k = 1, ..., q ) for LS-method 1 and LS-method 2, respectively, and the least-squares solutions are found. The uniqueness of their solutions is guaranteed because the coefficient matrix in both methods can be proven to be of rank q. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of the estimated parameters in 100 Monte Carlo runs when the SNR was set up to 0 dB and two different lengths of output data were used. Fig. I shows the mean value of the mean squared error defined for each run as against SNR and 1024 output samples. In eqn. 12 {bE(r)) are the estimated parameters in each run and (b(i)} are the true parameters of the NMP model. Fig. 1 appear to indicate that both LS-method 2 and LS-method I are more robust to additive coloured Gaussian noise. LS-method 2 produces the best estimates of the two in terms of bias and standard deviation in a highly noisy environment, which demonstrates the potential of equations using thirdand fourth-order cumulant statistics to estimate the parameters of NMP models in the presence of additive Gaussian noise.
VT
Conclusions: A new set of equations which link third-and fourthorder cumulants for an MA model have been presented and applied to an N M P FIR system identification. Simulation results indicate that these two methods, and especially LS-method 2, perform better than other published cumulant-based linear methods in the coloured Gaussian noise case. This improvement of the results is basically due to the fact that the proposed method\ make use of more cumulant information, since they use more third cumulant slices than [4] does and also make use of fourth-order cumulants, and that unlike [3] they do not make use of correlation information, strongly degraded in the coloured Gaussian noise case. A cochannel interference analytical model to evaluate the performance of S + I-macrodiversity to combat shadowing is presented. It was found that the performance difference between the S + I-macrodivenity and Si/-macrodiversity is significant, but the performance with S-macrodiversity is close to the case OS S + I-macrodiversity.
Intruduriion: Macrodiversity, also known as base-station diversity, IS a form of large-scale selection space diversity. In a system with macrodiversity. a mobile unit will he served by several base stations simultaneously and the branch with the best quality will he chosen. Macrodiversity is a powerful technique to combat the shadowing effect in cellular mobile communications networks. In this Letter the performance of macrodiversity will be evaluated in terms of cochannel interference (CCI) probability, which IS defined as the probability that the desired signal level is less than the required receiver threshold due to excessive interference.
To evaluate the performance of CCI probability. 
